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CROSSWORD - Hamlet
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CROSSWORD CLUES - Hamlet

ACROSS                                          DOWN
   1. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern prepare to      2. Hamlet sees the ___ of his father
        take Hamlet there                            3. Something is rotten in the state of
   8. The ___ will mew and the dog will have       ____.
        his day.                                     4. Tells Hamlet of the wager the King made
   9. Hamlet's home                                   on Hamlet's behalf
 11. A little more than ___ & less than kind      5. Prince of Norway; wants to regain lands
 12. Polonius & Laertes tell Ophelia to ___          his father lost
       Hamlet's affections                          6. Hamlet's mother
 13. I will speak ____ to her, but use none.      7. Though this be madness, yet there is ___
 15. Those who tell falsehoods                           in't.
 16. Hamlet wonders whether a miserable life        8. Hamlet's uncle, the new King
       is beter than the unknown of _____          10. Leave her to ___/And to those thorns
 19. The ___, the ___'s to blame.                       that in her bosom lodge....
 21. The queen dies after taking the poisoned    11. Claudius wants Hamlet ___ when he
        ___ meant for Hamlet                           reaches England
 22. Not difficult                               14. Hamlet jumps into Ophelia's ___
 23. Polonius thinks Hamlet has gone ___         17. Old schoolmate and friend of Hamlet
       because of Ophelia's rejections             18. Polonius' son
 26. I must be ____ only to be kind.             20. Rosencrantz and _____
 27. ____, madam! Nay, it is. I know not ___.    24. To thine own self be ---.
 29. The ___ is out of joint.                    25. The lady doth ____ too much, methinks.
 30. Neither a ___ nor a lender be.              28. Monologue by a character
 33. Sees his father's ghost and plans to get    30. To __ or not to __
       revenge for his father's murder             31. Laertes wants ___ for his father's death
 34. Descriptive word Hamlet uses for            32. She goes crazy and drowns
       Rosencrantz and Guildenstern                35. The ____'s the thing
 36. The ---- on Laertes' sword kills Hamlet     37. To be or --- to be
 38. Oh, shame! Where is thy ----?               39. ______ to the _____
 40. Frailty, thy name is ____!                  41. Hamlet's mother didn't --- his father's
 42. Hamlet runs his sword through it,              death very long
       killing Polonius who was hiding there       43. Hamlet ---- and raves pretending to be
 44. Elsinore to Hamlet                             mad
 46. There is nothing either good or bad but     45. Belonging to us
        ___ makes it so.                           
 47. ____ & Guildenstern                        


